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Abstract—This paper outlines a new language and run-
time technology offering formalised design and effiecient
implementation for highly concuurent dynamic systems.
It is based on a careful combination of ideas from
Hoare’s CSP (giving compositional semantics, refinement
and safety/liveness analysis) and Milners’s pi-calculus (giv-
ing dynamic network construction and mobility). We have
been experimenting with systems developing as layered net-
works of self-organising neighbourhood-aware communicat-
ing processes, with no need for advanced planning or cen-
tralised control. The work reported is part of our TUNA
(‘Theories Undepinning Nanite Assemblies’) project, in parn-
ership with colleagues from the Universities of York and
Surry, which is investigating formal approaches to the cap-
ture of safe emergent behaviour in highly complex systems.
A particular study modelling artificial blood platelets is de-
scribed. The software technology scales to millions of pro-
cesses per processor and distributes over common multi-
procssor clusters.
Index Terms—concurrency, modelling, emergent be-
haviour, safety, occam-pi, CSP, pi-caculus
I. Introduction and Motivation
... to be completed ...
Introduction to the TUNA project and the complex sys-
tems we are simulating. Also why we’re using occam-pi [1]
to do it — i.e. to support self-organising dynamic systems
that we can formally reason about (safety element); and
why we would want to reason about them in the first place.
Performance details (memory and run-time overheads) and
why this enables masssive systems to be realised that give
a chance for interesting, complex and unplanned behaviour
to emerge.
II. Overview of occam-pi
Software systems programmed in occam-pi are built as
layered networks of communicating processes. Processes
in occam-pi are self-contained, interacting with their ex-
ternal environment through communication channels and
a few other synchronisation mechanisms (all built from
CSP events). Combined with strict parallel-usage and alias
checks performed by the compiler, this gives occam-pi pro-
grams strong safety guarantees — that can be established
formally using Hoare’s CSP [2].
The following subsections provide an overview of the dif-
ferent occam-pi mechanisms relevant to this work. The lan-
guage encompasses much more, however, and we give some
hints ...
A. Processes, channels and networks
... to be completed ...
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Something about basic processes, channels and net-





















Fig. 1. Serial and parallel integrators
B. Mobile channels, processes and barriers
... to be completed ...
Something about mobile channels (for dynamic con-
struction of process networks), mobile processes (for dis-
tributing computation) and mobile barriers (for N-way
synchronisation).
C. Dynamic process creation
... to be completed ...
Something about FORKING and FORK (for dynamic
growing and shrinking of systems).
III. Simulating Complex Systems
... to be completed ...
How we use the occam-pi mechanisms to build simula-
tions – the model of self-contained neighbourhood-aware
autonomous agents that roam around a virtual world we
create for them. The facilities in occam-pi allow us to do in-
teresting things, like changing the ‘world’ dynamically, in-
cluding lazy simulation [3]. How we use mobile barriers to
time-step the simulation, as well as providing fairly cheap
support for visualisation (phased barriers) [4]. Elaborate
on how directly such design mirrors the low-level layers of
processes (e.g. platelets, chemicals, physical space) in na-
ture and their low-level interactions ... with benefits on the
reality of the modelling and its efficiency (processor activ-
ity only to support active processes and their immediate
environment).
Then talk about the blood-clot simulation and/or im-
plementation of Steve’s CSP models.
IV. Formal Design and Analysis
... to be completed ...
Something on the initial design of CSP/B models and
their safety/liveness analysis using model checckers. How
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these are turned into executable occam-pi (or JCSP) sys-
tems.
Something on the CSP models we have for mobile bar-
riers and channels?
V. Conclusions and Future Work
... to be completed ...
What we’ve done and where we’re going.
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